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Abstract

Detecting toxic or pejorative expressions in001
online communities has become one of the002
main concerns for preventing the users’ men-003
tal harm. This led to the development of large-004
scale hate speech detection datasets of var-005
ious domains, which are mainly built upon006
web-crawled texts with labels by crowdwork-007
ers. However, for languages other than English,008
researchers might have to rely on only a small-009
sized corpus due to the lack of data-driven re-010
search of hate speech detection. This some-011
times misleads the evaluation of prevalently012
used pretrained language models (PLMs) such013
as BERT, given that PLMs often share the do-014
main of pretraining corpus with the evaluation015
set, resulting in over-representation of the de-016
tection performance. Also, the scope of pejo-017
rative expressions might be restricted if the018
dataset is built on a single domain text.019

To alleviate the above problems in Korean020
hate speech detection, we propose APEACH,021
a method that allows the collection of hate022
speech generated by unspecified users. By con-023
trolling the crowd-generation of hate speech024
and adding only a minimum post-labeling, we025
create a corpus that enables the generalizable026
evaluation of hate speech detection regarding027
text domain and topic. We compare our out-028
come with prior work on an annotation-based029
toxic news comment dataset using publicly030
available PLMs. We check that our dataset is031
less sensitive to the lexical overlap between032
the evaluation set and pretraining corpus of033
PLMs, showing that it helps mitigate the unex-034
pected under/over-representation of model per-035
formance. We distribute our dataset publicly036
online to further facilitate the general-domain037
hate speech detection in Korean.038

1 Introduction 039

Detecting toxic or pejorative expressions has been 040

a crucial issue in various online communities. 1 In 041

particular, flaming or trolling in online communi- 042

ties is regarded as hostile behavior that can disrupt 043

the public order and cause mental harm to indi- 044

viduals and groups. Attempts to define and detect 045

hate speech from a natural language processing 046

(NLP) perspective have called for timely works, 047

and notable approaches have been suggested so far. 048

In specific, Waseem and Hovy (2016) primarily 049

attacked the judgment on hate speech for Twitter 050

text, and Davidson et al. (2017) further investigated 051

the offensiveness of social media texts beyond bi- 052

nary detection. Recently, Huang et al. (2020) have 053

suggested how demographic matters in hate speech 054

analysis, for the corpora of five different languages, 055

discerning the multilingual tendency. 056

Creating a hate speech dataset generally involves 057

annotating short documents such as web text, and 058

the context where the hate expressions are from 059

may or may not be given in the process. However, 060

annotating on existing web text has several limita- 061

tions that deter the dataset’s reliability. First, the 062

corpus may incorporate the potential risk of license 063

and personally identifiable information issues that 064

come from the characteristics of online materials. 065

Next, if the text is crawled from a restricted scope 066

of domain, the topics of examples may not be di- 067

verse, which can result in the evaluation that fo- 068

cuses only a part of social issues (e.g., gender). 069

Moreover, in view of model training, using a spe- 070

cific domain of web text that might have been used 071

as a pretraining corpus of public language mod- 072

els, may intervene the fair competition between 073

models and mislead the evaluation. Such tendency 074

is more apparent in non-English hate speech de- 075

1Though toxic or pejorative expressions are distinguished
with ‘hate speech’, a more political term, here we interchange-
ably use both sides of terms for our description and alignment
with previous works.
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Figure 1: Overall schematic process of the proposed system (APEACH).

tection tasks where the training and evaluation of076

language models rely upon only a small number of077

benchmarks. For instance, in Korean, the usual per-078

formance checking of pretrained language models079

(PLMs) adopts BEEP! (Moon et al., 2020), a cur-080

rently available hand-labeled hate speech dataset in081

Korean where the domain of raw text is celebrity082

news comment. People found out that the PLMs083

trained upon news comments perform better than084

others which base on news or Wikipedia, but it085

throws a question to the generalizability and fair-086

ness of the evaluation.087

How can we address such limitation of088

annotation-based web text corpus construction?089

Though collecting a variety of data as in multi-090

genre natural language inference (NLI) (Williams091

et al., 2018) might be the most intuitive solution, it092

requires economic and human resources and still093

does not resolve the issue of corpus overlap. In this094

regard, we hypothesized it a reasonable approach to095

let anonymous paid workers generate toxic expres-096

sions, where the expressions are generated from097

scratch with a minimum guideline.098

At a glance, simply opening a web page for099

text collecting and encouraging user participation100

seemed to work. However, we noted that neither101

the data quality nor the open license of the out-102

put could be guaranteed in those processes. Thus,103

we established a crowd-driven hate speech gen-104

eration scheme using a moderator to ensure the105

privacy of hate speech authors and obtain a quality-106

checked corpus at the same time. In specific, we107

adopt crowd-sourcing platform (as a moderator)108

and workers for the paid writing, provided with the109

prompts to guide the generation, to achieve diverse110

hate speech and prevent participants’ disgrace. For111

the facilitation of text generation and collection 112

process in our research, we devise ‘System’, an 113

environment that interacts with the crowd (who 114

provides the data) and the task manager (who col- 115

lects the data), which is composed of i) building 116

a hate speech pseudo-classifier and deploying the 117

model, ii) collecting user-generated data and feed- 118

back, and iii) post-labeling of the task managers 119

(Figure 1). 120

Followingly, we obtain APEACH, which de- 121

notes the collecting scheme and the resulting 122

dataset at the same time. It contains about 3K 123

instances for Korean hate speech detection eval- 124

uation; the corpus is well balanced in sentence 125

length and topics, also being aligned with the mod- 126

els trained with the existing hate speech dataset 127

(BEEP!). Most of all, by comparing the model per- 128

formances of our dataset using publicly available 129

PLMs where the pretraining corpus overlap with 130

BEEP!, we prove that APEACH is less vulnera- 131

ble to misleading results that might come from the 132

corpus-level similarity with the pretraining corpus. 133

Our contribution to this field is as follows: 134

• We present a scheme that collects user- 135

generated hate speech from scratch without 136

undertaking conventional annotation process. 137

• We build a new evaluation set for Korean hate 138

speech detection that is free from license and 139

privacy issues, and release it for community 140

contribution. 2 141

• We conduct a model-based comparison with 142

another human-annotated hate speech bench- 143

mark, showing that the generalizability of the 144

2Will be disclosed after the anonymity period.
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proposed evaluation set is implied from less145

overlap with specific pretraining corpus.146

2 System147

Our system consists of three processes: 1) build-148

ing pseudo-classifier, 2) collecting users’ data &149

feedback, and 3) post-labeling. First two are to be150

described in this section.151

Figure 2: A screen in which users enter input sentences
to the deployed model and check the predicted result.
At the bottom right is a screen where they can select
whether the predicted result is correct (blue) or not
(grey). The translation for the input sentence is: “what
a salty! lol ”.

2.1 Building a Pseudo-Classifier152

To build the system from scratch, we deploy a153

pseudo-classifier to compensate for the crowd’s154

loss of concentration coming from repetitive tasks155

and let them participate actively in the collection156

process. For this, we primarily created a pseudo-157

labeled dataset to train the classifier, not for eval-158

uation.As usual hate speech detectors, the pseudo-159

classifier receives the user-generated text as an in-160

put and predicts whether the text incorporates bias161

or toxicity. However, since this is not for real ser-162

vice but a tool for participants’ confirmation on163

the label of their work, we trained the classifier164

that displays only a basic performance. We simply165

create a dictionary of profanity terms to obtain a166

pseudo-labeled web text dataset, and use it to train167

a simple binary classifier. The details of dataset168

construction and model selection are provided in169

Appendix A.170

2.2 Deployment and Text Collection171

The pseudo-classifier is deployed to a server to col-172

lect user input and feedback. As in Figure 1, when173

the user enters the test input, the predicted label is174

displayed. The user further determines whether the175

corresponding label equals the user’s original inten-176

tion, namely whether it is hate speech or not. The177

user interface (UI) for the prediction and feedback 178

is exhibited in Figure 2. 179

In specific, in the user feedback phase, two but- 180

tons are provided, namely “correctly predicted” and 181

“mispredicted” (Figure 2). If “correctly predicted”, 182

the prediction is saved along with the user input as 183

the ground truth. In the case of “mispredicted”, the 184

ground truth is saved as a reversed version of the 185

prediction. 186

3 Dataset 187

Using the above system, we construct an evalu- 188

ation dataset with the user-generated data that is 189

inspected with a model prediction. 190

3.1 Prompts for Text Generation 191

In general, hate speech includes flamings observed 192

in the web communities, namely the threatening 193

expressions that are represented as text or even in 194

some multi-modal format (Kiela et al., 2020). They 195

can be expressed in hostile or discriminating words. 196

However, letting the participants merely generate 197

the hate speech from scratch might be challenging 198

and misleading. 199

Topic For effective and efficient data collection, 200

we provide the participants with criteria on various 201

topics of hate speech. We set ten topics that the par- 202

ticipants can refer to in generating the text, which 203

is inspired by the code of conduct (COC) of PyCon 204

KR. 3 Each of the topics denotes the main attribute 205

of the hate speech that is to be generated. 206

1. Behaviors based on gender stereotypes 207

2. Discrimination or demeaning jokes with one’s 208

sexual orientation or identity 209

3. Discrimination or stereotypes on age, social 210

status, or experience 211

4. Discrimination based on nationality/ethnicity 212

5. Racial discrimination 213

6. Discrimination based on origin or residence 214

7. Unnecessary or offensive judgments on one’s 215

appearance 216

8. Demeaning or offensive words for illness or 217

disability 218

9. Forcing or depreciating with eating habits 219

10. Rude or discriminatory remarks based on oth- 220

ers’ academic background or major 221

As shown in Figure 3, workers generate text by se- 222

lecting one of the topics above. Prompts regarding 223

3https://www.pycon.kr/en/2020/about/
coc/
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Figure 3: Web interface utilized in the crowd-sourcing
process.

the topic of hate speech are provided in a dropdown224

format, while the order of topics is randomly shuf-225

fled for each input. Workers enter the input after226

selecting one of them.227

Label We define whether a sentence contains228

hate expression or not as “label”. Besides the topic,229

the workers are assigned with either they should230

generate a sentence that contains hate speech or231

not. The latter case denotes a neutral or seemingly232

controversial utterance that only shares the topic233

with hate speeches but is not offensive; e.g., “I234

hate those who demeans BLM movements.” for the235

topic ‘Racial discrimination’. In our study, the hate236

speech (positive sample) and non-hate speech (neg-237

ative sample) serve as an element of the balanced238

dataset for the detection task.239

3.2 Post Labeling240

For each user input, the pseudo-classifier yields the241

prediction. For the assigned label, the user input242

is confirmed based on the user’s feedback. For in-243

stance, when the assigned label is hate speech, and244

if the model yields ‘non-hate speech’, the user may245

check “mispredicted” and the ground truth is saved246

as “hate speech”. In this process, if the assigned247

label differs from the saved ground truth, we con-248

clude that the user mislabeled or misunderstood the249

label, and automatically remove the instance. 4250

We faced some questionable instances that came251

from the diverse ethical standards of the partici-252

pants. However, to guarantee the characteristics of253

the crowd-generated hate speech dataset, such erro-254

4Note that this process is a simple but strong checkpoint
for the robustness of the labels in the dataset, leveraging the
possible human error of the user feedback system (Stumpf
et al., 2007). Given that the participants are aware of the
pseudo-classification, the system allows them to deem the
toxicity of the contents they generate.

neous cases were checked with the minor engage- 255

ment of task managers. We call this process post- 256

labeling, which ensures the quality of the dataset 257

by applying a conventional annotation and voting 258

process in the final decision. In specific, three task 259

managers, who are speakers of contemporary Ko- 260

rean, checked if the user’s feedback was appropri- 261

ate for each instance. Since we regard the user’s 262

choice as ground truth, we only dropped the in- 263

stances that all of the three task managers found 264

irrelevant with the assigned label. 265

3.3 Dataset Collection 266

As discussed, the most intuitive way for construc- 267

tion is to collect text inputs from an unspecified 268

crowd using an online platform, e.g., a demo page. 269

Hate speech detector is itself a great contribution 270

to the community, thus getting user feedback with 271

a closed or open beta service is not an unnatural 272

choice, in view of both research progress and in- 273

dustrial development. 274

However, such an approach incorporates some 275

critical issues on data quality and privacy, which 276

originates in the characteristics of hate speech text. 277

It is widely known that the reliability of a gener- 278

ated corpus is not usually guaranteed if there is 279

a lack of time or budget that it takes in creating 280

the dataset. We guessed that people might not re- 281

veal their identity to receive compensation for their 282

toxic expressions, mainly due to the fear of be- 283

ing recognized as a politically incorrect person. To 284

confirm that our guess is correct, a web-based pi- 285

lot resulted in the collection of text with degraded 286

quality, sometimes violating the license issues or 287

containing personally identifiable information. 5 288

Also, such an approach might not be approved 289

by research communities and institutional review 290

board (IRB). In order to cope with the limitation of 291

unspecified user-generated hate speech collection 292

discussed above, we create a dataset leveraging 293

the worker pool of the crowd-sourcing platform, 294

while taking the same user generation guideline 295

5We want to point out that the pilot only provided us with
motivation, and was not a part of our experiment. The pilot
demo was organized in the very first phase of our project to
check how our pseudo-classifier deals with real-world toxic
expressions, on a publicly accessible web site, to found out
that undisclosed crowds show uncontrollable behaviors. We
became aware of legal and ethical standards that are required
in hate speech dataset creation, and did not collect or store
any logs or data of user input queries (nor they were used
in our experiments or analyses). Our final dataset is based
on the manual generation of paid workers, not a web-based
collection.
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and post-labeling scheme.296

Compensation through moderator Workers297

must be identified for the compensation of the hate298

speech generation, but it may harm the anonymity299

of the collection phase and eventually affect the300

natural text generation. Therefore, we enable the301

crowd-sourcing platform to play a role as a mod-302

erator between the task managers and workers. In303

other words, the project is designed in the way304

that only the moderator manages the workers’ pro-305

files, preventing them from being known to the task306

managers. In this way, we can accommodate both307

compensation and anonymity for the workers.308

Worker selection for dataset quality One of309

the aims of the evaluation set we construct is to310

reflect the diversity of contents as much as possible.311

However, not all the paid workers of the crowd-312

sourcing platform are qualified for our project.313

Thus, we had a tutorial to prevent the low-quality314

generation which might take place in unconstrained315

user data collections. In detail, we receive ten in-316

puts per worker and count the portion of mislabeled317

instances to drop the workers with frequent faults.318

Also, we checked the worker’s sincerity with i)319

if the input is longer than a single character and320

ii) if the input does not replicate the examples in321

the guideline. 154 out of 230 workers were finally322

admitted for participation in the main construction.323

Diversity of crowd-generated hate speech In324

contrast to the anonymous collection where the325

task managers find it difficult to ask the partici-326

pants to sincerely generate various topics of texts327

owing to the lack of compensation, the proposed328

scheme helps attenuate such limitations with the329

utilization of topic prompt. It guides the text gen-330

eration of the workers and helps collect non-hate331

speech that is less considered in the previous hate332

speech literature. In addition, to prevent the con-333

tents from being biased due to some heavy workers,334

we let the text generation be a maximum of 40 per335

participant.336

3.4 Dataset Summary337

Our construction scheme can simultaneously guar-338

antee data quality, topic variety/distribution, and339

ethical consideration of crowd-generated hate340

speech, with the crowd-sourcing platform as a mod-341

erator. Sentences are aggregated from the pilot342

and main collection phase. In the pilot, instances343

with clear disagreements were not selected for fur-344

Figure 4: Distribution of text by length and label.

ther project, and in the main phase, disagreements 345

among task managers were re-labeled as an oppo- 346

site class. We provide the detailed information on 347

agreement in Appendix B. 348

Figure 5: Topic/label distribution

Length distribution In Figure 4, similar length 349

distribution is displayed between hate speech and 350

non-hate speech in APEACH. This suggests that 351

our construction scheme can prevent the biased dis- 352

tribution of the length of hate and non-hate speech. 353

It enables us to further investigate if the hate speech 354

detection model has handled the inductive bias 355

coming from such distribution. 356

Distribution of topics By shuffling the order of 357

topic prompts per every input, we prevent the bias 358

which comes from the tendency that people ha- 359

bitually select the top candidate in the dropdown 360

interface. In addition, we also confirmed that the 361

two labels are evenly distributed in the dataset by 362

assigning hate speech and non-hate speech in ad- 363

vance in the collection phase (Figure 5). 364
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4 Experiment365

We exploit our corpus to evaluate the hate speech366

detection models trained with a widely used Ko-367

rean hate speech benchmark, BEEP! (Moon et al.,368

2020). In specific, we compare APEACH (ours)369

and BEEP! dev set as an evaluation corpus, to check370

the generalizability and performance tendency us-371

ing each set.372

4.1 Korean Pretrained Language Models373

We adopt publicly available Korean pretrained lan-374

guage models for the reproducibility. The charac-375

teristics of each model are as follows:376

• KoBERT 6, DistilKoBERT 7: KoBERT377

is a PLM that follows the BERT (De-378

vlin et al., 2019) training scheme, a self-379

supervised learning scheme based on Trans-380

formers (Vaswani et al., 2017) architecture,381

with Korean Wikipedia data. In addition, Dis-382

tilKoBERT is a light-weighted version of383

KoBERT using distillation, adopting Hugging-384

face’s DistilBERT (Sanh et al., 2019) model.385

• KoELECTRA 8: An ELECTRA (Clark et al.,386

2020)-based Korean language model pre-387

trained with ‘Modu Corpus’ released by388

the National Institute of Korean Language389

(NIKL) (National Institute of Korean Lan-390

guages, 2020), Korean Wikipedia, NamuWiki391
9, and various news articles.392

• KcBERT (Lee, 2020) 10: A Korean BERT393

model trained with 12GB of NAVER politics394

news comments. 11395

• SoongsilBERT 12: In addition to the news396

comments data used by KcBERT, Soongsil-397

BERT utilizes college community data and398

Modu Corpus.399

The architecture and fine-tuning configuration of400

each PLM are provided in Appendix C.401

6https://github.com/SKTBrain/KoBERT
7https://github.com/monologg/

DistilKoBERT
8https://github.com/monologg/KoELECTRA
9A Large-scale Korean open encyclopedia. https://

namu.wiki/
10https://github.com/Beomi/KcBERT
11https://bit.ly/3o1d7lk
12https://github.com/jason9693/

Soongsil-BERT

4.2 Training Data 402

We used BEEP! training set for fine-tuning the 403

above PLMs. In detail, BEEP! is a human- 404

annotated corpus where the intensity of hate speech 405

is tagged with the labels of ‘hate’, ‘offensive’, and 406

‘none’, built upon celebrity news comments on a 407

Korean online news platform. The instances with 408

‘hate’ labels include hostile expressions, stigmati- 409

zation, or sexual harassment, and ‘offensive’ in- 410

stances include sarcastic or inhumane expressions. 411

Although the construction scheme of train and 412

dev set of BEEP! differs from our dataset, we want 413

to compare the tendency between each set regard- 414

ing hate speech detection models, utilizing both 415

datasets. Nevertheless, since APEACH merely suf- 416

fices the scale of an evaluation corpus, we first 417

fine-tune the models with BEEP! train set. 418

4.3 Evaluation 419

We formulate BEEP! dev set and APEACH as 420

both binary classification using F1 scores. For 421

APEACH, labels regarding hate and non-hate 422

speech serve as positive and negative samples, re- 423

spectively. In contrast, since BEEP! was initially 424

formulated as a ternary task, we reformulate it into 425

‘hate’+‘offensive’ and ‘none’ for the consistency of 426

the binary setting. 427

4.4 Results 428

The model-wise experimental results using BEEP! 429

and APEACH are in Table 1. It was encouraging 430

that the models trained with BEEP! training set 431

shows reasonable performance even in our dataset, 432

which implies that our criteria for dataset genera- 433

tion are largely aligned with the existing work. 434

Influence of corpus domain In the case of 435

BEEP!, KcBERT-Large displays the highest perfor- 436

mance, while in APEACH, KoELECTRA which 437

generally scores lower in BEEP! shows almost the 438

same performance as KcBERT. This implies that 439

the style and domain of the dominant corpus used 440

for pretraining of each PLM influence the down- 441

stream task performance. 442

Performance per topic We observed the devia- 443

tion of the inference accuracy by ten topics pre- 444

sented in the guideline (Table 2). This deviation 445

seems to come from the difference between the 446

construction scheme of the training corpus and the 447

evaluation corpus. In detail, providing the random 448

order of prompts while generating the hate speech 449

6

https://github.com/SKTBrain/KoBERT
https://github.com/monologg/DistilKoBERT
https://github.com/monologg/DistilKoBERT
https://github.com/monologg/KoELECTRA
https://namu.wiki/
https://namu.wiki/
https://github.com/Beomi/KcBERT
https://bit.ly/3o1d7lk 
https://github.com/jason9693/Soongsil-BERT
https://github.com/jason9693/Soongsil-BERT


Model BEEP! dev set APEACH (ours) Relative difference
KoBERT 0.8030 0.7885 -1.81%

DistillKoBERT 0.7570 0.7715 1.92%
KoELECTRA-V3 0.7920 0.8101 2.29%

KcBERT-Base 0.8088 0.8086 -0.02%
KcBERT-Large 0.8295 0.8116 -2.16%

SoongsilBERT-Base 0.8261 0.8424 1.97%
SoongsilBERT-Small 0.8149 0.8228 0.97%

Composition Hate + offensive : 311

None : 160

Hate : 1,922

Non-hate : 1,848

Table 1: F1 score of binary classification performance for each model. The fine-tuning was conducted with the
Beep! train set. At the bottom, we provide the number of sentences according to the labels of each dataset.

Topic F1 Score
Nationality 0.8519

Age and social status 0.8700
Eating habits 0.8182
Appearance 0.8114

Gender stereotypes 0.7993
Sexual harassment 0.7610

Racism 0.8511
Origin and residence 0.8393

Disabled 0.8525
Education 0.9035

Table 2: SoongsilBERT-Base’s F1 score of binary clas-
sification according to topics.

data yielded diverse topics which are difficult to450

obtain unless the annotation corpora are collected451

from multiple web communities. We did not yet452

exactly find why F1 scores regarding gender stereo-453

types and sexual harassment are lower than other454

categories despite the dominance of gender-related455

instances in BEEP! corpus. One possibility is that456

the style of text regarding gender and sexuality457

differs much from that of BEEP!, yielding discrep-458

ancy between train and evaluation set. Ironically,459

this is one evidence of the domain coverage of our460

dataset not only regarding topics but also style, as461

to be investigated in the following section.462

5 Analysis463

5.1 Domain Generalizability464

As discussed above, APEACH tackles domain de-465

pendency issues of annotation-based corpus con-466

struction scheme by i) letting the crowd generate467

the hate speech based on prompts and ii) not spec-468

ifying the style of text that is created. These two469

are difficult to be guaranteed by annotating crawled470

web data from just several communities, and it is471

a current limitation of BEEP! which serves as a472

APEACH BEEP!
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Figure 6: Averaged TF-IDF cosine similarity between
the evaluation datasets and PLM training corpora. We
calculated four scores using two pretraining corpora
and two evaluation datasets. Four scores are normalized
by the maximum value. TF-IDF vectors are generated
with the pretraining corpus of KcBERT and Soongsil-
BERT (provided by the authors), and the dev set of
BEEP! and APEACH.

unique hate speech benchmark for Korean. 473

In detail, for BEEP! dev set where the text 474

comes from the news comments domain, KoELEC- 475

TRA, which lacks news comments in pretrain- 476

ing, shows relatively lower performance, while the 477

tendency differs in APEACH. This suggests that 478

APEACH allows the investigation of the perfor- 479

mance of fine-tuned hate speech detection models 480

with less dependency on the domain of the corpus 481

used for pretraining. Besides, for SoongsilBERT, a 482

model trained with an augmented corpus upon the 483

KcBERT’s, the tendency for BEEP! and APEACH 484

differs, implying that the domain-specificity of 485

BEEP! dev set might have over-represented the 486

advantage of KcBERT on news comment text. In 487

other words, the better performance of KcBERT 488

in BEEP! shows that crawl and annotation-based 489
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dataset construction can bring dependency on spe-490

cific domains, which acts as a limitation in the491

domain generalizability in the evaluation.492

Quantification of domain generalizability To493

quantify these ideas, we validated the domain gen-494

eralizability of each evaluation set by calculat-495

ing the TF-IDF similarity between each set and496

the PLM pretraining corpus (Figure 6). Here, the497

TF-IDF word dictionary is built upon all whites-498

paced words of four corpus (APEACH, BEEP!499

dev set, KcBERT pretraining corpus, and Soongsil-500

BERT pretraining corpus), and 1% of KcBERT and501

SoongsilBERT pretraining corpus are randomly502

sampled for the feasibility of computing cosine503

similarity between the evaluation set instances. As504

a result, in the BEEP! dev set, the performance gap505

between KcBERT and SoongsilBERT is significant,506

whereas in APEACH, the gap is relatively less dis-507

played. This implies that APEACH is less sensitive508

to the overlap with PLM pretraining corpus, sug-509

gesting the generalizability of the evaluation.510

Qualitative analysis Among APEACH, we in-511

vestigated the toxic examples regarding ‘Gender512

stereotypes’ and ‘Sexual harassment’, which were513

observed most significant among BEEP! train set.514

Two subtypes of texts were excerpted, namely the515

web comment style (that resembles BEEP!) and516

other formal texts. WARNING: This part contains517

contents that may offend the readers.518

1. ㅅㅂ옷꼬라지하고는..게이냐? (Wtf what a519

fashion... are you a gay?)520

2. 여자 연예인들은 다들 뒤로 스폰끼고 구멍521

장사하는거아닌가? (Isn’t it a routine for idol522

girls to have a sugar daddy and fuck around?)523

3. 아무래도 아이를 돌보거나 그 밖의 집안일524

에 관해서는 남성들보다는 여성들이 좀 더525

신경 써야 하는 것이 당연하다고 생각합니526

다. (I think it’s natural for women to pay more527

attention to caring for their children or other528

household chores than men.)529

4. 남자면 그냥 해도 될텐데 고집을 많이 부리530

네요. 불편해도 좀 참아야 다들 편한데 (If531

you are a man, you can just do it; you have so532

much words. Even if it’s uncomfortable, just533

endure it.)534

We checked that the SoongsilBERT-Base trained535

upon BEEP! train set correctly infers the toxic-536

ity of sentence (1-2) but fails to detect the harm537

of (3-4), where the stereotype is implicated in a 538

polite and formal manner. This shows how the con- 539

structed dataset helps domain-generalized evalu- 540

ation of hate speech detection, compared to the 541

previous approach which adopts a single-domain 542

text. 543

5.2 Mitigating Train-Test Overlap 544

Regarding contents, KcBERT was pretrained based 545

on large-scale politics news comments. BEEP! 546

deals mainly with celebrity news comments, not 547

politics, but shares a similar domain. Therefore, a 548

potential token overlap exists between KcBERT’s 549

pretraining corpus and BEEP!’s train/dev set, as we 550

checked previously. This seems to boost the score 551

of KcBERT significantly when evaluated with the 552

BEEP! dev set. 553

We attempt to mitigate this in APEACH, which 554

contains only crowd-generated thus unique ut- 555

terances, preventing the over-representation of 556

KcBERT shown in BEEP! dev set. APEACH guar- 557

antees such generalizability by generating text in a 558

free-style manner based on topic prompts. Accord- 559

ingly, we confirm that it fits with the evaluation 560

of PLMs pretrained with the wider range of cor- 561

pus (SoongsilBERT), compared to the BEEP! dev 562

set. Through this, we tackle again the risk of train- 563

test overlap for the hate speech data constructed 564

with crawling and annotation, and emphasize that 565

APEACH mitigates this issue. This property also 566

guarantees the utility of APEACH as a training set, 567

and we add corresponding results in Appendix D. 568

6 Conclusion 569

In this work, we introduce a crowd-driven gener- 570

ation scheme in constructing an evaluation set for 571

hate speech detection, distinct from the existing 572

corpus construction schemes based on crawling 573

and annotation. After a managed human text gener- 574

ation that ensures both the participants’ anonymity 575

and the reliability of the corpus, we report a thor- 576

ough analysis of the created data, accompanied by 577

a comparison with the prior work in Korean. The 578

resulting corpus, APEACH, displays the potential 579

of adopting crowd-driven generation in hate speech 580

dataset construction, achieving generalizability and 581

topic variety. Though there is headroom for the scal- 582

ability of the corpus, we believe that the proposed 583

scheme can be utilized to make up the evaluation 584

set and training set of domain-agnostic hate speech 585

detection. 586
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Ethical Consideration and Societal587

Implications588

Our study aims at the construction of hate speech589

corpus distinguished from the conventional scheme590

of crawling and annotation. This not only lessens591

the annotators’ mental damage, which is probable592

in reading other people’s toxic comments, but also593

mitigates the potential issue of license and privacy594

in distributing the corpus. First, we obtain the texts595

written by ‘workers’ acknowledged by the moder-596

ator, not unknown ‘users’, to make an appropriate597

compensation (≈$ 0.2 per sentence) and encourage598

the high-quality generation. Second, we guarantee599

anonymity but accept only qualified people, to pre-600

vent the case that the text is copy and pasted from601

other sources. Last, by ordering the omission of602

personally identifiable information in the genera-603

tion process, we avoid the danger of information604

leaks in the final dataset. Our study is approved by605

institutional review board, where the specification606

is to be revealed after acceptance.607

Our work incorporates several limitations and608

potential harms as well. First, using our scheme609

does not guarantee the hate speech dataset that610

satisfies everybody, since the intuition of workers611

differs significantly across various groups of peo-612

ple. Also, though our workers are selected after a613

pilot study, they may not be fully equipped with614

the ethical guideline. Thus, their decision might615

not always be ideal, which brings the degradation616

of reliability to the final label. Last, our binary617

scheme for hate speech lacks score-based decision618

and span notation which are up-to-date in the hate619

speech community, providing only hard-labeled620

instances of anonymous workers. However, we621

think the strength of our dataset is in initiating a622

generation-based hate speech detection corpus that623

allows crowd participation with lessened privacy624

and license concerns. We also want to state that the625

intended use of our dataset is to evaluate pretrained626

language models’ ability to detect toxic language,627

with less dependency on the type of pretraining cor-628

pora, the domain of text, and the topic and length629

of sentences.630
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A Pseudo Classifier729

A.1 Dataset730

We use the texts of an online community731

(YourSSU) 13 and news comments for the tagging732

of pseudo-gold labels. About 500,000 sentences733

were finally collected and were pre-processed734

with, e.g., removing duplication. The labeling pol-735

icy of the dataset partly follows Hosseinmardi736

et al. (2015). We initially constructed a dictio-737

nary made up of about 200 profanity terms (toxic738

words), and labeled a text as "Hate" if it con-739

tains any of the listed terms. In specific, the toxic740

words were chosen referring to the criteria on pol-741

itics/sexual/racism/religion, from the COC in Py-742

Con KR. Profanity terms that are used as simple743

expressives, e.g., fxxx, as an interjection, were744

not included in the dictionary to prevent the false745

alarm.746

A.2 Model747

We deployed with the DistilKoBERT, 14 namely748

the distilled version of KoBERT. The performance749

of this model was measured with an F1 score of750

0.5857 using APEACH.751

A.3 Demo Page752

The demo page shown in Figure 2 was imple-753

mented using Flask, 15 and was uploaded to the754

server using Heroku. 16 Due to the model size be-755

ing too large to deploy on Heroku, we conducted756

quantization for linear operation and exported it757

using TorchScript.758

B Post-Labeling Information759

During the post-labeling process of APEACH, the760

number of sentences accepted/rejected by the task-761

manager is summarized in Table 3. The column762

‘tutorial session’ in Table 3 denotes the session763

that was conducted to guarantee the dataset quality764

(Section 3.2). The workers who have passed the765

tutorial session participated in the main session.766

APEACH is a dataset that includes both tutorial767

and main session.768

13Online community of a Korean university https://
yourssu.com/

14https://github.com/monologg/
DistilKoBERT

15https://flask.palletsprojects.com/en/
16https://www.heroku.com/

Tutorial session Main session
Non-hate Hate Non-hate Hate

Accept 453 478 1386 1499
Reject 38 52 116 1
Total 491 530 1502 1500

Table 3: The number of accepted/rejected sentences in
the post-labeling process. The workers with more sin-
cerity (less faults) in the tutorial finally participated in
the main session.

Validation
Train APEACH BEEP! dev

APEACH -
KoELECTRA: 0.7502

KcBERT-Large: 0.7893

BEEP! train KoELECTRA: 0.8101
KcBERT-Large: 0.8116

KoELECTRA: 0.7916
KcBERT-Large: 0.8295

Table 4: Evaluation results (F1 score) on APEACH and
BEEP! with KoELECTRA and KcBERT-Large. Since
APEACH does not have a specific training set, we ex-
clude the case where the training set and the evaluation
set are both APEACH.

C Training Details 769

Fine-tuning the pretrained language models bases 770

on Huggingface Transformers (Wolf et al., 2020) 771

3.3.1 and PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2019) 1.6.0. For 772

all the pretrained models, checkpoints available in 773

Huggingface Model Hub were used. 17 GPU used 774

for the fine-tuning is 1x NVIDIA TITAN RTX. We 775

train the models for 10 epochs, with the batch size 776

32 and the learning rate of 5e-05. 777

D Training with APEACH 778

To check the quality of APEACH as both train- 779

ing and evaluation set, we trained two pretrained 780

language models (KcBERT, KoELECTRA) with 781

our APEACH and BEEP! train set, and the eval- 782

uation results with APEACH and BEEP! dev set 783

are shown in Table 4. We obtained similar results 784

from both models in training with BEEP! and eval- 785

uating with APEACH, while about 0.04 difference 786

was displayed in evaluating with BEEP! dev set, 787

which tells that BEEP! dev is more sensitive to pre- 788

training corpora. However, we observed that the F1 789

score shifts down almost 0.04 lower for both mod- 790

els when the training is also done with APEACH. 791

We first assume that the size of training set (BEEP! 792

train - 8K, APEACH - 3.7K) matters, and also con- 793

jecture that the different composition of BEEP! and 794

APEACH influences. 795

17https://huggingface.co/models
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